Abstract. Distinguishing Sequences (DSs) are used in many Finite State Machine (FSM) based test techniques. Although Partially Specified FSMs (PSFSMs) generalise FSMs, the computational complexity of constructing Adaptive and Preset DSs (ADSs/PDSs) for PSFSMs has not been addressed. This paper shows that it is possible to check the existence of an ADS in polynomial time but the corresponding problem for PDSs is PSPACE-complete. We also report on the results of experiments with benchmarks and over 8 * 10
Introduction
Model Based Testing (MBT) techniques and tools use behavioural models and generally operate on either finite state machines (FSMs) or labelled transition systems (LTSs) that define the semantics of the underlying model. There has been significant interest in automating testing based on an FSM or LTS model in areas such as sequential circuits [1] , lexical analysis [2] , software design [3] , communication protocols [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , object-oriented systems [13] , and web services [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such techniques have also been shown to be effective when used in significant industrial projects [18] .
The literature contains many approaches that automatically generate test sequences from FSM models of systems [11, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The reader may also refer to [8, 27, 28] for detailed surveys of such methods. These methods are based on fault detection experiments [29] , a methodology in which an input sequencex is applied to the implementation under test (IUT) N and the resultant output sequence is compared to that produced whenx is applied to the specification M . The core principles of fault detection experiments were outlined by Moore [30] , who introduced Checking Experiments and Checking Sequences (CEs, CSs). A CS is a single test case (input sequence) that is guaranteed to lead to a failure if the IUT is faulty, assuming that it has no more states than the specification. A CE is a set of test cases that has this guaranteed fault detection ability.
The literature contains many techniques that automatically generate checking sequences [3, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Most approaches consist, in-principle, of three parts:
initialization, state identification, and transition verification. The third part can be seen as identifying the starting and ending states of the transitions. Many techniques for constructing CSs use distinguishing sequences (DSs) to resolve the state identification problem. There are two reasons for the interest in DSs: there are polynomial time algorithms that generate CSs when there is a known DS and the length of the CS is relatively short when designed with a DS [31, 32, 37, 33, 34] 3 . There are other approaches such as Unique Input Output (UIO) sequences or Characterizing Sets (W-Set) that can be used to identify the current state of the SUT. However, these lead to longer CSs [38] . A DS can be preset or adaptive: if the input sequence applied is fixed then the DS is a Preset Distinguishing Sequence ( PDS) and otherwise, when the next input to be applied depends on the response to the previous input, it is an Adaptive Distinguishing Sequence ( ADS) 4 . Throughout the paper we refer to PDS or ADS when we write DS.
Motivation and Problem Statement
It has been long known that in practice, FSM specifications are often partial meaning that some state-input combinations do not have corresponding transitions [40] [41] [42] [43] . Such FSMs are called Partially Specified FSMs (PSFSMs). For PSFSMs the traditional state identification methodologies usually are not applicable [20, 44] . The FSM based testing literature usually applies the Completeness Assumption [45, 46] , which states that the FSMs used are completely specified. This is justified by assuming that a PSFSM can be completed by, for example, adding transitions with null output.
Although it is sometimes possible to complete a PSFSM, as reported by Petrenko and Yevtushenko [44] , this is far from being a solution to the general state identification problem for PSFSMs. For example, sometimes there being no transition from state s with input x corresponds to the situation in which x should not be received in state s and testing should respect such a restriction. This might be the case if the test cases are to be applied by a context that cannot supply the unspecified inputs [44] . It has been observed that it is possible to test the IUT via another FSM (tester FSM) such that the tester FSM may never execute the missing transitions, which partially bypasses the completeness assumption [47, 48] . Nevertheless, in the FSM based testing literature we know of only one paper [39] in which the CS generation problem is addressed for PSFSMs. Although the method proposed [39] introduces a polynomial time algorithm, the algorithm assumes that DSs are known in advance but does no report how one can derive DSs for the underlying PSFSM. As far as we are aware, no previous work has investigated the problem of generating a DS from a PSFSM.
These observations form the motivation for the work reported in this paper, which explores the complexity of deciding the existence of a DS for a given PSFSM. We examine the following problems.
Definition 2 (ADS-Existence Problem). Given a PSFSM M , is there an ADS for M ?
Practical Implications of our results and Future Directions
We show that it is possible to decide in polynomial time whether a PSFSM has an ADS. As a result of this, where a PSFSM has an ADS it is possible to generate a CS in polynomial time using a previously defined algorithm [39] and there is the potential to extend other technique for generating a CS from an FSM. This can all be achieved without making the Completeness Assumption, leading to test generation algorithms that can be applied where there being no transition from state s with input x corresponds to the situation in which x should not be received in state s and testing should respect such a restriction. This paper reports the results of initial experimental studies in which PSFSMs were randomly generated and it was found that relatively few of these PSFSMs had an ADS or a PDS. In contrast, we analysed a benchmark that has PSFSM specifications of digital circuits and found that where a PSFSM had a DS it was usually of a reasonable length.
The computational complexity results regarding PDSs are less positive. However, there may be scope to develop Greedy Algorithms for constructing PDSs for PSFSMs and we see this as an interesting research direction. While it might seem that ADSs are preferable to PDSs, there are benefits to using preset DSs. In particular, preset sequences can be applied using a simpler test infrastructure and sometimes there are timing constraints that make it difficult to apply adaptive tests since, for example, they can lead to the IUT timing out.
Summary of the Paper
We devote Section 2 to introduce terminology and notation that we use throughout the paper. In Section 3 we examine the computational complexity of checking the existence of PDSs, next in Section 4 we consider the complexity of checking the existence of ADSs. In Section 5 we present the results of experiments. Finally we conclude our discussion.
Preliminaries
A PSFSM M is defined by tuple (S, X, Y, δ, λ, D) where S = {s 1 , s 2 . . . s n } is the finite set of states, X = {a, b, . . . , p} and Y = {1, 2, . . . , q} are finite sets of inputs and outputs, D ⊆ S × X is the domain, δ : D → S is the transition function, and λ : D → Y is the output function. If (s, x) ∈ D then x is defined at s. Given input sequencex = x 1 x 2 . . . x k and s ∈ S,x is defined at s if there exist s 1 , s 2 , . . . s k ∈ S such that s = s 1 and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, x i is defined at s i and δ(s i , x i ) = s i+1 . M is completely specified if D = S × X and otherwise is partially specified. If (s, x) ∈ D and x is applied when M is in state s, M moves to state s = δ(s, x) and produces output y = λ(s, x). This defines transition τ = (s, x/y, s ) and we say that x/y is the label of τ , s is the start state of τ , and s is the end state of τ .
We use juxtaposition to denote concatenation. The transition and output functions can be extended to input sequences as follows in which is the empty sequence, x ∈ X,x ∈ X , and xx is defined at s: δ(s, ) = s and δ(xx) = δ(δ(s, x),x); λ(s, ) = and λ(s, xx) = λ(s, x)λ(δ(s, x),x). If there existsx ∈ X * defined in s and s such that λ(s,x) = λ(s ,x), thenx distinguishes s and s . We now define Preset DSs and Adaptive DSs.
, an Adaptive Distinguishing Sequence is a rooted tree A such that the following hold. Each node is labeled by a set of states and the root is labeled by S. Each leaf of A is labeled by a singleton set. Each edge is labeled by an input/output pair.
Let us suppose that node v has state set S . If v has one or more outgoing edges then these edges are labeled by the same input x, x is defined in all states in S , and if there exists s ∈ S such that λ(s, x) = y then there is a unique edge (v, x/y, v ) such that v is labeled with the set S = {s ∈ S|∃s ∈ S .λ(s , x) = y ∧ δ(s , x) = s } of states reached from S by a transition with label x/y.
If v has state set S ⊆ S and has one or more outgoing edges then the input x on these edges satisfies the following property: for all s, s ∈ S with s = s we have that either λ(s, x) = λ(s , x) or δ(s, x) = δ(s , x).
An ADS defines an experiment ending in a leaf. From the last condition, two states cannot be mapped to the same state unless they have already been distinguished. Applying A in s ∈ S leads to the input/output sequence that labels both a path from the root of A to a leaf and a path of M with start state s. From the definition, the input/output sequences for distinct states differ and so A distinguishes the states of M .
Preset Distinguishing Sequences
The following immediately follows from the PSPACE hardness of PDS existence problem for completely specified FSMs [34] . Lemma 1. The problem of deciding whether a PSFSM has a PDS is PSPACE-hard.
We now give an upper bound for the length of a minimal PDS to use in the proof that the PDS existence problem is in PSPACE, adapting the approach for FSMs [49] . Throughout the following S,S are sets of states. Sequencex ∈ X * splitsS if it distinguishes two or more states ofS and for all distinct s, s ∈S, δ(s,x) = δ(s ,x) ⇒ λ(s,x) = λ(s ,x). We let n = |S|, m = |S| and ν = |x|. We writex i to denote the i th input ofx and pre i (x) to denote the prefix of length i. We also write δ(s, pre i (x)) to denote the state reached when we apply pre i (x) at s and by abusing notation we write δ(S, pre i (x)) =< δ(s, pre i (x))|s ∈S > to denote a vector of states called a state configuration.
A minimal PDSx is of the formx 1x2 . . .x p where the partition on S induced by prefixes ofx changes (becomes more refined) on the last inputs of thex k . In the worst case, prefixx 1x2 . . .x k distinguishes k states from all others and so at the end of this either the start state is known or we have a setS of n − k states that are possible 'current states'. This is the worst case because it maximises the size ofS. Considerx k andS. Concatenating an input with a state configuration forms an input-state configuration. Thenx k can be represented by sequence <x Lemma 2. One can check if PSFSM M has a PDS using polynomial space.
Proof. We show that a non-deterministic Turing Machine (TM) T can solve the problem using polynomial space. T guesses one input at a time, maintaining a set π of pairs of states such that (s, s ) ∈ π if and only if the current input sequencex takes s ∈ S to s . T also maintains equivalence relation r such that (s, s ) ∈ r if and only if s and s are not distinguished byx. When T guesses an input it updates π and r. The input sequence received defines a PDS if no two different states are related under r. Thus, T can generate a PDS from a PSFSM M that has a PDS and requires polynomial space. Now consider the case where there is no PDS for M and we have to guarantee that T terminates with failure. In order to achieve this goal, T will use an extra log 2 ( ) = n bits of space as a counter. It increments the counter each time it guesses an input and before each guess T checks this counter to see whether it has reached the upper bound. T terminates with failure if the states have not been distinguished (determined by examining r) and the counter reaches the upper bound value .
Thus the problem can be solved in polynomial space by a non-deterministic TM. The result follows from non-deterministic PSPACE being equal to PSPACE [50] .
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we have the following result. Theorem 1. The problem of deciding whether a PSFSM has a PDS is PSPACE-complete.
Adaptive Distinguishing Sequences
Let us assume that we have been given a PSFSM M and that we wish to decide whether it has an ADS and, if it does, generate such an ADS. We will show how given M we can construct a completely specified FSM M(M ) such that there is a suitable correspondence between ADSs for M and M(M ). Given M = (S , X , Y , δ, λ, D) we will define M(M ) = (Q, X, Y, δ Q , λ Q ) as follows.
We take two copies
We add a new input d and new outputs y, y 1 , y 2 and so the set of input symbols of M(M ) is X = X ∪ {d} and the set of output symbols is Y = Y ∪ {y, y 1 , y 2 }. We let s 0 denote some fixed state from S 2 : the choice of state does not affect the proof. The transition function δ Q of M(M ) is defined as follows:
The output function λ Q of M(M ) is defined as follows in which i ∈ {1, 2},
, If x is specified at s, y, x is not specified at s and
It is clear that M(M ) is completely specified. The construction also ensures that we cannot distinguish states s 1 and s 2 without using input d. It also ensures that in forming an ADS we cannot apply d in a node whose current set of states contains states s k i and s k j in which i = j: the application of d would map these to state s 0 with common output y k . Further, until d has been applied, for every state s we have that s 1 and s 2 are in the same block (have yet to be distinguished) and so an ADS cannot apply an input that is not specified in s; such an input takes s 1 and s 2 to the same state with common output y.
Recall that each node of an ADS has an associated set of states, which is the set of possible states given the observed input/output sequence that labels the path from the root of the ADS to this node. We will say that an ADS A is non-redundant if the only nodes of A that have singleton sets are the leaves of A. If this property does not hold then the use of A in a state s can lead to the application of input in the situations in which s has already been distinguished from the other states of M (the current state set is a singleton); such an ADS can be replaced by a non-redundant ADS. We will now prove that we have the required correspondence between non-redundant ADSs for M and M(M ). We demonstrate the construction in Figure 3 . Highlighted tree is an ADS for PSFSM M 1 given in Figure 1 In the following, given an ADS A we let Ad denote the ADS A that applies input d when a leaf of A has been reached.
Lemma 3. If A is an ADS for the PSFSM M then Ad is an ADS for M(M ).
Proof. First, since A is an ADS for M we must have that it distinguishes all s k i and s l j in which i = j. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that for all s ∈ S we have that Ad distinguishes s 1 and s 2 . First, observe that by definition the application of A in s does not lead to an input being applied in a state where it is not specified. Theorem 2. Given an incomplete FSM M with n states and p inputs, it is possible to decide in time O(pn log n) whether M has an ADS and, if it does, it is possible to construct such an ADS in O(pn 2 ) time.
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 we know that M has an ADS if and only if M(M ) has an ADS. Thus, the first part of the result follows from it being possible to decide in O(pn log n) whether M(M ) has an ADS [34] . The second part of the result follows from there being an O(pn 2 ) algorithm that will generate an ADS for M(M ) if it has such an ADS [34] .
It is known that if a completely specified FSM M has an ADS then it has one of length at most
. Thus, given a partially specified FSM M with n states we have that if M(M ) has an ADS then it has an ADS of depth at most
since M(M ) has 2n states. Since the last input of a non-redundant ADS µ for M(M ) is d, and this can be removed when constructing the ADS for M from µ, we can conclude that if M has an ADS then it has an ADS of depth at most 
Experimental Results
This section describes the results of experiments using 8 * 10 6 randomly generated PSFSMs and PSFSMs of digital circuits from a benchmark. We found that PSFSM specifications usually have DSs of a reasonable length, when they exist.
PSFSM Generation
To construct a PSFSM with n states, p inputs and q outputs, we first randomly generated a minimal, strongly connected, completely specified FSM using the tool utilised in [37, 51] . In this process we randomly assigned the values of δ(s, x) and λ(s, x) for each state s and input x. We then checked whether the machine M was strongly connected, minimal, and had an ADS 5 . If the FSM failed one or more of these tests then we omitted this FSM and produced another.
Having constructed an FSM M , we randomly select an integer K between n and n * p. Afterwards, we randomly select K state-input pairs. For each pair (s, x) we erased the transition of M whose start state is s and input label is x. If deleting a transition disconnected the FSM then we did not delete this transition and guessed another state input pair.
By following this scheme we formed four classes of PSFSMs where each class had 2 * 10 6 PSFSMs. The sizes of the input/output alphabets and the state sets were (2/2, 9), (2/2, 17), (3/3, 9) , and (3/3, 17) respectively. To carry out these experiments we used an Intel Xeon E5-1650 @3.2-GHZ CPU with 16 GB RAM.
Results
In Table 1 , we show how many PSFMSs had an ADS/PDS. In the third column we see the number of PSFSMs that had an ADS and in the fourth column we see that number of PSFSMs that had a PDS.
Comparing the first and the third or the second and the fourth rows of the third column, we can see that the number of PSFMSs that have an ADS appears to increase with the size of the input and output alphabets. The results in the first and the second or the third and the fourth rows of the third column suggest that as the number of states increases the number of PSFMSs that have an ADS reduces. The number of PSFMSs that possess an ADS is larger than the number with a PDS, which is to be expected since a PDS defines an ADS but the converse is not the case. These results are just as expected since it is well known that the ratio of the number of states to the number of outputs affects the distinguishablity of the states [29] . The lengths of the PDSs are presented in Figures 8, 9 , 10 and 11. Interestingly, although there is no polynomial upper bound on PDS length, these PSFSMs are relatively short. In fact, most of the lengths are lower than |S| and the results are similar to those for ADSs. However, fewer PSFSMs had a PDS than had an ADS.
In the experiments only a relatively small percentage of PSFSMs had DSs. This can be explained by the high number of transitions left undefined; at least one per state on average and up to one per state/port pair. Observe that a PSFSM M is guaranteed not to have a DS if for every input x we have that M has a state s from which there is no transition with input x. The choices made in the experiments made it extremely likely that a randomly generated PSFSM M had this property. It is unclear what proportion of transitions are typically unspecified in practice, a factor that is likely to significantly influence how many PSFSMs have DSs, and so we explored a set of benchmark PSFSMs.
Benchmark Dataset
We considered the ACM/SIGDA benchmarks. This benchmark has 59 FSM specifications ranging from simple circuits to advanced circuits obtained from industry [52] . The FSM specifications are presented in kiss2 format where "don't care" inputs are specified as −. We converted the kiss2 format to our FSM specification format. The analysis revealed that 25.42% of the specifications have partial transitions and so we determined how many of these PSFSMs had DSs. For each PSFSM we applied the adapted LY algorithm and found that 20% of the PSFSMs had ADSs. We also execute the brute-force algorithm presented in [29] to compute the PDSs of the PSFSMs and found that all PSFSMs with ADSs also had PDSs. In Table 2 we present the size of the PSFSMs and the length of the ADSs/PDSs. These results are important and justify our initial claims. Without applying a completeness assumption to the PSFSMs in benchmark (if such assumption is applicable for these PSFSMs), one can compute ADSs and use the checking sequence generation algorithm similar to the method presented in [39] to construct polynomial length checking sequences for the PSFSMs in the benchmark.
Conclusions
In this paper we addressed the state identification problem for partially specified deterministic finite state machines (PSFSMs). Specifically, we considered adaptive and preset distinguishing sequences (ADS/PDS) motivated by the fact that a checking experiment can be constructed in polynomial time if we have a PDS or ADS. We determined the complexity of checking the existence of ADSs and PDSs for PSFSMs: it is polynomial time solvable to test if a PSFSM possesses an ADS and it is PSPACE-complete in the case of PDSs. The results of experiments suggest that ADSs and PDSs are relatively short where they exist. This suggests that where DSs exist they can form the basis for generating checking sequences of reasonable size.
We showed that the depth of an ADS is bounded above by π 2 n 2 3 − 1 for PSFSMs. As we do not know whether the bound on the ADS is tight, it would be interesting to find a tight bound on ADSs length. The PDS problem is PSPACE-complete and so it would also be interesting to explore heuristics, such as Greedy algorithms, for this problem. Finally, there is a need to run experiments with more PSFSMs representing real specifications in order to further explore how often there are DSs and how long these tend to be.
